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INTRODUCTION 
The use of composite materials in structural components is limited, in 
part, by the need to develop quantitative inspection techniques. Composites 
present many challenges to the development of such quantitative methods. For 
example, composite materials are typically anisotropic. Thus a necessary pre-
requisite for ultrasonic flaw detection and characterization in composite mate-
rials is an understanding of the propagation and scattering of waves in a gen-
eral anisotropic media. Work towards such an understanding has been typically 
limited to such issues as beam propagation effects (see, for ex., Ref. [1]). The 
elastic wave inverse scattering problem (flaw characterization), as well as the 
simpler direct problem (field-flaw interaction) , are only minimally developed for 
anisotropic media of any kind. 
In this paper we review a study of the elastic wave inverse scat tering prob-
lem in a general anisotropic media (Refs. [2] , [3] , and [4]). Two basic results are 
presented, which are expected to be of considerable use. First, we present a rep-
resentation for the spatial Dirac delta function, b( q;- y ), in terms of a product of 
two near-field point-source scattering solutions. Second, the far-field asymptotics 
of this delta-function representation yields the generator for a generalized eigen-
function expansion for anisotropic elastodynamics. This expansion allows the 
reconstruction of a function from its projections onto wavefields which evolve 
from plane-wave incidence on an inhomogeneous scatterer. 
It is important to note that both the delta-function representation and 
the generalized eigenfunction expansion contain a function r(q;, y), which is at 
the disposal of the user. We note that this greatly expands the traditional form 
and uses of eigenfunction expansions. The role of these expansions in inverse 
scattering theory will be discussed in the sequel. 
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EIGENFUNCTION EXPANSIONS 
The concept and utility of eigenfunction expansions is best illustrated by 
an example. The eigenfunctions of the Laplacian operator over R 3 are the expo-
nentials satisfying 
(1a) 
Here the eigenvalue k is defined as the positive root of 
(1b) 
where k; is the i1h component of the vector~- Roman indices take on the inte-
ger values 1-3, and the summation convention over repeated indices is assumed 
throughout. The statement of orthogonality of the eigenfunctions is 
(2) 
where the integral operator I d3 ~ indicates integration over all of ~-space. 
Equation (2) is a generator for the Fourier transform of a function f( f) . 
To demonstrate, we operate on both sides of Eq.(2) with I d31f_f(1f_)· This gives: 
!(:£) = (211")-3 J d3~ei~ - ~ J d31fe-i~·~f(1f_) (3) 
Let us denote the function generated by the ¥-integration in Eq. (3) as 
j(~) . This function, commonly called the Fourier transform of f(y), can be 
thought of as the projection of f(y) on the eigenfunctions of the Laplacian op-
erator, see Eq. (1). Because of th~ delta-function on the left-hand side of Eq. 
(2), the ~-integration in Eq. (3) ensures the reconstruction of j(~) to the origi-
nal!(:£). 
Note that the eigenfunctions of Eq. (1) have the physical interpretation 
of time-harmonic ( e-iwt) plane waves, freely propagating in an infinite acoustic 
medium with unit velocity. Thus expression (3) allows reconstruction of a func-
tion from its projection onto these plane waves. Of interest to inverse scattering 
theory are equivalent reconstruction formalisms where other physically mean-
ingful functions play the role of the plane waves as basis functions. It has been 
shown (Refs [5), [6)) that the solutions to the acoustic wave equation in the pres-
ence of an inhomogeneity provide such a set of basis functions. In particular, it 
is possible to define a generalized Fourier transform in terms of this expansion. 
An important consequence (Refs. [5), [6]) is that the velocity and scattering am-
plitude are transform pairs, in the sense of such a generalized Fourier transform. 
In this paper we demonstrate that another set of basis functions, which 
provide an even further generalization of the Fourier transform, are those solu-
tions to the general anisotropic elastic wave equation in the presence of an inho-
mogeneity. 
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SCATTERING FORMALISM 
In this section we draw upon material presented in Ref. [2] to outline scat-
tering theory for waves in a general anisotropic medium with an inhomogeneous 
scatterer. 
Consider first a homogeneous, anisotropic, linear elastic, and infinitely ex-
tended domain, V, with Cartesian elastic constant tensor C?jkl and mass density 
p0 • The field equation governing time-dependent wave motion for q; E V is 
it(t,q;) [11 u~(t,e,q;)] = o (4) 
where 11 u~ is the kth component of the vector displacement wavefield, e is a unit 
vector pointing in the direction of propagation, and 
(5) 
Here Ox and Ot denote spatial and time derivatives, respectively, and 8ki is the 
Krondecker delta. Also, all such "L" operators in this paper act on an appro-
priate weighted L2 space. In Eq. (4) 11 = 1- 3, which serves to indicate the 
three modes which propagate freely (no scattering) through the homogeneous 
domain. The "o" superscripts in Eqs. (4) and (5) emphasize homogeneity, and 
hence free propagation of the wavefields. The "·" superscript denotes the time-
domain Fourier transform of both operator and function in Eq. (4). The Fourier 
transform convention is defined by 
(6) 
Application of the transform (6) to Eq. (4) gives 
(7) 
where 
(8) 
The solutions of Eq. (7) are well known: 
(9) 
II 
again 11 == 1 - 3, and ¢>k, the polarization vectors, are the eigenfunctions of 
(10) 
with C11 the corresponding eigenvalues. 
Transforming (9) via (6) gives the time-domain solution corresponding to 
Eq. (4): 
II 
11uk(t, e, q;) = ¢>k(e)5(c~~(e)t- e · q;) (11) 
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Thus the solutions to Eq~ ( 4) are plane-wave delta-functions propagating 
" in the e- direction, with phase velocity c,..( e), and polarization <l>k( e). 
Consider next the interaction of the freely propagating wavefields ( 11) 
with a bounded region of inhomogeneity, V' E V, in which the elastic constant 
tensor and mass density vary: 
C;jkl(q;)::::: C'/ikt + c:ikt(:f), f E V' 
p(:f)::::: p0 + p'(:f), f E V' 
Here we demand that 
c:ikt(=E) = p'(=E)::::: 0, f E V- V' 
(12) 
(13) 
(14) 
Thus the scatterer, contained in the region V', can be thought of as an inhomo-
geneity in an otherwise uniform host medium that has a density p 0 and elastic 
constants Cfjkt· 
The scatterer gives rise to a scattered displacement wavefield, "ukc± (t, e, f), 
and the total wavefield everywhere in V is given by 
(15) 
The "v" and "±" superscripts of the scattered, and thus total, wavefields derive 
their meaning from the incident field "u% which gives rise to them. The "v" in 
"ukc indicates a scattered field due to an incident field with 11 = 1 - 3, and the 
"±" indicates the following initial conditions: 
" '± (t ' ) - " ' 0 (t ' ) uk 'e, f = uk 'e, f ' t-+ =fOO (16) 
Also, the e-dependence is carried through to the scattered and total wavefields 
as a reminder of the incident direction that gave rise to them. Physically, the 
+(-) index indicates the scattered field evolving forward (backward) in time, 
and propagating in the e( -e) direction. Specifically, 
"u•c-(t ex)= "u•c+(-t -ex) 
k ' '- k ' '-
(17) 
The total wavefield (15) must satisfy the full wave equation through all of V: 
(18) 
where 
(19) 
and 
(20) 
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We will need the Green's functions corresponding to the operators L~; and 
Lki· We define the free-propagating Green's function as that which satsfies 
A 0 [0 A ± I I ] I ( I Lk;(t,q;) G/: (t-t,q;,q;) =-S;mS(t-t)Sq;-q;) (21) 
where q;, q;1 E V, and +(-) indicates radiation and incoming boundary condi-
tions, respectively. We note that causality implies that 
0 GAm±(t t1 1)-o k - 'q;, q; = ' ±(t- t1 ) < If- f 1 1/c~ (22) 
here c?,. is the maximum velocity of propagation in the host medium. In the no-
tation used above the lower (upper) Latin index corresponds to the field point q; 
(source point q; 1). Physically, 0 G;;'+(t- t1,q;,q;1 ) is the displacement at q; in the 
k-direction at time t due to a point load of unit amplitude applied at q;1 in the 
m-direction at time t1 , where the effect of the inhomogeneity has been ignored. 
We further define the fully-interacting Green's function as that which satisfies 
A [A± I I] I I Lk;(t,q;) G/: (t-t,q;,q;) =-S;mS(t-t)S(q;-q;) (23) 
where again q;, q; 1 E V, and +(-) indicates radiation (incoming) boundary condi-
tions. Again causality implies 
GAm±( 1 I)_ k t-t,q;,q; =0, ±(t- i 1 ) < If- f 11/cm (24) 
Here Cm is the maximum velocity of wave propagation in all of V. This fully-
interacting Green's function has the same physical interpretation as its free-
propagating counterpart, except here the effect of the inhomogeneity is taken 
into account. 
NEAR-FIELD EXPANSION 
In this section we present one of our basic results. Consider a point trans-
mitter and point receiver positioned at any two locations near the scatterer. A 
time-harmonic excitation of the transmitter will interact with the scatterer, and 
be felt as a time-harmonic response at the receiver. Such wavefields are denoted 
by the time-harmonic fully-interacting Green's function G;'+, which is the trans-
form (see Eq. (6)) of its time-domain counterpart given by (23). In this section 
we show that it is possible to represent the delta-function 15( q; - y) in terms of a 
superposition of the product of such point-response (Green's) furi:'ctions. 
We begin by citing a result from Ref. [2]. It is the reciprocal identity 
G;'+(w,q;,][)- G~ (w,][,q;) = J;:'(w,q;,][) (25) 
where 
J;:'( w, q;, 1[) = j d2 zl~l 2 [ C;ikt(~){ ar ( w, ~' q;)Gk,: ( w, ~' 1[) (26) 
s2 
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where z = ~/L~I and the integration is over the surface of a unit ball. In Eqs. 
(25) and (26) the functions Gi:'± are the frequency-domain fully-interacting 
Green's functions, i.e., the Fourier transform of the time-dependent Gi:'± which 
is defined by Eq. (23). The ingredients required in the derivation of Eq. (26) 
are (a) the frequency-domain version of Eq. (23), (b) the elastic constant tensor 
symmetry condition C;ikl(~) = Cktii(~), and (c) the divergence theorem. 
Casting Eq. (25) into the time-domain allows separation of c;+ from G( 
due to their disjoint supports in t. This process, which is detailed in Ref. [2], 
yields 
where r is any real number such that irl < i:P - y[ fcm, here f f. y and Cm is 
the maximum velocity of propagation in V. Also,-the integral above is over the 
interval ( -oo, oo ). 
The left-hand side of Eq. (27) is the static Green's function 8 Gf:, which 
satisfies the field equation 
(28) 
Thus, operating on both sides of Eq. (27) with Ox;Cijkt(:p)ox0 and using the 
result (28), yields the so-called near-field expansion 
Equation (29) is one of our most important results. The analogous equa-
tion for the scalar-wave problem allows one to develop a representation for the 
varying velocity field c(:p) in terms of the wavefield and near-field scattering data 
[6]. We are currently seeking a similar representation for p(:Jt) and Cijkt(f) by 
using Eq. (29). 
EIGENFUNCTION EXPANSION FOR ELASTODYNAMICS 
In this section we pr€'sent our second basic result. The generator fo:.- the 
so-called elastic wave generalized eigenfunction expansion is derived by inserting 
J"f', given by the right-hand side of Eq.(26), into Eq. (29), and then taking the 
limit III -+ oo. In order to evaluate this limit we need the leading order term 
of the asymptotic, large 1 ~1, expansion of the frequency-domain fully-interacti11g 
Green's function Gf'±. The evaluation of this limit for a general anisotropic me-
dia, and the asymptotic form which results, is quite involved and is described 
fully in Ref. [3). Consequently what follows is a brief sketch of the derivation of 
the generator for the eigenfunction expansion, which is described in full in Ref. 
[4]. 
We begin by making two remarks. Remark one: The form of the far-field 
Green's function observed at ~ = z l~ l is determined by certain stationary phase 
points on the host medium's slowness surfaces. These points are denoted by 
~s(z), where a is an index which numbers the relevant stationary points located 
on the slowness surface corresponding to the vth mode of propagation. For sim-
plicity, in what follows we assume that the slowness surfaces for all three modes 
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are convex, which ensures that a = 1. Remark two: The asymptotic form of 
G'J'± is proportional to the superposition of modes vut which evolve from a 
plane-wave, multiplied by a phase factor and other weights. 
Consequently the asymptotic, large 1~1, form of JT: (Eq. (26)) becomes 
a weighted sum of a product of scattering solutions which evolve from plane 
waves. Upon inserting the asymptotic form of JT: into the delta-function rela-
tion (Eq.(29)), we obtain the generator of the so-called elastic wave generalized 
eigenfunction expansion: 
J':} {c ( )J':l Jd iwT(x,y) [v ±( V"(") )V ±"( V•(•) )]} 
·vxi ijkf:J;Vx1 we -- uk w, 1sz,q; urn w, 1sz,'!f 
where again the spatial integral is over the surface of a unit ball, the w-integral 
is over ( -oo, oo ), and "*" denotes complex conjugation. Also, the K' s denote 
the Gaussian curvature of the slowness surface, evaluated at the point which 
would be intersected by the unit vector }s(z). 
SUMMARY 
Important results for the development of the exact inverse scattering the-
ory for waves in a general anisotropic media have been presented. These results 
include two representations of the spatial Dirac delta function li( q; - y ). These 
representations serve as generators for projection and reconstruction formalisms 
that generalize the Fourier transform. The first representation, Eq. (29) , ex-
presses the delta-function as a superposition of a product of time-harmonic fully-
interacting Green's functions. This form is appropriate for near-field scattering. 
The second representation, Eq. (30), is obtained by taking a far-field limit of the 
first representation. It gives li( q; - y) in terms of the superposition of a prod-
uct of scattering solutions which ev;;lve from plane waves. In analogy with the 
scalar wave problem, these expansions (Eqs. (29), (30)) will be used to develop 
representations of the density p(q;) and elastic constants C;;H(f) in terms of the 
wavefields and scattering amplitudes corresponding to such nonuniform scatter-
ers. 
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